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Making Besbusa Part 2 

 
Egyptian Arabic transcript: 

 

ی2,ن :!.A ،B-09!4 @?< .! &="5  >% آ%4 :90*"!  0/8/( .%ه,&(  !56 %4، و23,ن 0/1/( .-,+*(، و&%$#"!  ��ن 
)D/@د Fی�GHو )IJ$ أو Fی�GH ة%J6 M@�� د@!یBA !"*90: ،R ا6�ف إA B6,ق GH!ن .--9GH B69,ا  S+,?I?6ا .  

  
 �8<& Fو >%ی ،)/. T&آ?!ی( و U"/#H V90: �2+ T&دول آ?!ی( و ،S+,?I?6!  S1!X6ت ا! �G60="5 ا: B-@,6د

)&,J/6 T& U"/#H . Fو >%ی ،Z/&!AوRد@!ی �GH B6ة :,ا%J6 ا06!ر \#H ,#]ی U"?/I&.  
  

� !تG6ا T-J3 S+,?I?6ا !J6 \0-I&ج"5&!4، و B6ت إ! �G6ا !"/#H V90: 4%آ %<  ،B-@,6ن د�. :0*#_ اF. )/0/86 ا6�
S+,?I?6ا \#H 42< داG6!  و&9*,ا �GD.و TJ9. 6,ز a/=0: 4%و >% آ .  

  
  
  

English translation: 

 

After that, we put it [basbousa] in a casserole oiled with butter. The casserole is a middle-
size one. We put it in the oven that we have opened [pre-heated] 10 minutes earlier. We 
will put it on the first shelf so that it doesn’t move, for 20 or 25 minutes. 

 
Now, we will prepare the syrup for the basbousa. This is one and a half cups of sugar; 
and we will add to it one and a half cups of water. Then, we squeeze half a lemon, and 
[add] some vanilla. Next, we let them boil for about 10 minutes.  

 
Now we take the casserole out of the oven. Next, we put on the syrup we have prepared. 
We wait until the basbousa absorbs the syrup. Then, we add almonds, toasted and peeled, 
and arrange it like this on the basbousa. 
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